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Glossary of Terms

This thesis makes extensive use of terms and acronyms that may be foreign to readers not familiar with the cyber field or U.S. intelligence operations. The inclusion of this glossary is intended to make the information contained herein as accessible as possible. Page numbers reference the first time the term is mentioned.

12333/Executive Order 12333: President Ronald Reagan signed this Executive order framing the U.S. intelligence effort in the Executive Branch in 1981 (p.17)

ARPANET: An early computer network; Department of Defense project beginning in 1966 (p.16)

Black hat hacker: A term for a hacker with criminal or malicious intent (p.27)

CNA: Computer Network Attack (p.19)

CNE: Computer Network Exploitation (p.20)

Cyber Command: U.S. unified combatant command for the cyberspace domain within the Department of Defense (p.47)

DoD: Department of Defense (p.8)

DEF CON: An annual convention in Las Vegas for the hacking community (p.26)

Equation group: A highly advanced and sophisticated cyber attack group identified by the Kaspersky group in 2015, thought to have been operational since as early as 1996; likely associated with the U.S. National Security Agency (p.45)

Exploit: Used in cybersecurity terms as a noun, a cyber tool that takes advantage of a system’s vulnerability (p.13)

Fifth Domain: Term for the cyber domain of warfare (p.5)

FISC: Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court (p.22)

IC: U.S. Intelligence Community (p.10)

IO: Information Operations (p.19)
**IW:** Information Warfare (p.19)

**Malware:** Portmanteau of ‘malicious software,’ software used by an attacker to infect a target system (p.6)

**Metadata:** Data regarding other data, often used for identification purposes (p. 22)

**Moonlight Maze:** A cyber attack levied on U.S. Department of Defense computer system in the late 1990s (p.40)

**NSA:** National Security Agency (p.7)

**PPD-20:** 2012 Obama-era Presidential Directive concerning U.S. Cyber Operations Policy (p.21)

**SCADA System:** Acronym for Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition Systems, a widely used industrial control system reliant on computers (p.5)

**SIGINT:** Short for ‘Signals Intelligence,’ or intelligence gathered from the interception of electronic signals or systems (p.10)

**Stuxnet:** Name of computer malware that was used in an attack on the Iranian Natanz Nuclear Facility discovered in 2010 (p.6)

**USA PATRIOT Act/PATRIOT Act:** Broad 2001 legislation that expanded U.S. intelligence methods, acronym for “Uniting and Strengthening America by Providing Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism Act of 2001” (p.42)

**VEP:** Vulnerabilities Equities Process, the governing U.S. policy on determining disclosure of a vulnerability (p.32)

**Vulnerability:** A flaw in a software’s code (p.24)

**White hat hacker:** A term for an ethical hacker who acts with the intention of identifying security flaws (p.25)

**Zero-day vulnerability:** A vulnerability in a software completely unknown to its developer (p.25)
**Introduction**

On July 1st 2010, *The Economist* published a briefing titled “War in the Fifth Domain: Are the mouse and keyboard the new weapons of conflict?”¹ It imagined a future in which cyber attacks break down their targets with consequences as cataclysmic as a nuclear attack, but without the safeguard of mutually assured destruction and with the potential to be wielded by terrorists as easily as by nation states. The editors referenced one target in particular as the source of increasing security concerns: the computer systems that keep industrial plants running, or, more technically, supervisory control and data acquisition systems (SCADA systems). *The Economist* had an unnamed senior American military source who told the editors that “if any country were to be found planting logic bombs on the grid, it would provoke the equivalent of the Cuban missile crisis.”²

Such a ‘logic bomb’ was not just a part of some future vision. It was already being dropped. At the same time that the article was being published, an attack on a control system was indeed being carried out at the Natanz Nuclear Facility in Iran. Early in 2010, Sergey Ulasen, a young anti-virus programmer at the small Belarussian computer security firm VirusBlokAda, was assigned a case where an Iranian customer had been experiencing random reboots and error screens on his computer. Instead of the basic software misconfiguration Ulasen expected, he found a web of connected software infections coded at a level beyond anything he had seen before. In hopes of sourcing explanations, VirusBlokAda published its findings on the Internet.³

---

² *Economist*, “War in the Fifth Domain.”
14 days after the publication of the *Economist* article, wildersecurity.com user “frank_boldewin” posted some of the code he had decrypted on the site’s forum and made a startling observation: “this points me to the Siemens WinCC SCADA system. looks like this malware was made for espionage.”

The Natanz Nuclear Facility in Iran had been experiencing inexplicable breakdowns in its uranium enrichment centrifuges since 2008, with up to 10 percent being destroyed between November 2009 and January 2010. The facility was reliant on the very same Siemens SCADA system that the code posted by VirusBlokAda was targeting. It became apparent that the very same malware (a portmanteau of ‘malicious software’6) troubling Ulasen’s Iranian client was also the cause of the shutdowns at the nuclear plant. The client’s computer system had simply been a stop on the virus’ way toward its true target. The malware was dubbed “Stuxnet,” and the news that a cyberattack of such magnitude had been carried out struck fear and confusion into the international political community. The Senate Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs held an investigative hearing in November of 2010 regarding “Securing Critical Infrastructure in the Age of Stuxnet,” during which Maine Senator Susan Collins, a

---


woman vocal about her belief in the necessity of strong tactics against Iranian nuclear proliferation, gave an opening statement expressing her fear of the devastating potential of Stuxnet. She proclaimed to the Committee that the malware was evidently “the work of a well-financed team of experts with extensive knowledge of the targeting systems.” What neither she, nor the editing desk at *The Economist*, nor potentially even the publication’s military source knew, was that the team of experts behind the attack were Americans, acting under the jurisdiction of the National Security Agency (NSA).

The United States government has never admitted to its role in the Stuxnet attack, but the evidence is nothing short of damning. This operation is the subject of other academic and journalistic work and, while there is not the space here to chart the exposé, it prompts questioning the very nature of the tactical capabilities created by cyberspace. A country had planted a cyberattack on a SCADA grid, but no Cuban missile crisis equivalent occurred. The government responsible has not even discussed its own operation with members of Congress. Who is making the rules in this new space? Is it even most productively considered as an independent domain of war, or is it simply an added level of technological complexity to the pre-existing domains? And is that debate valuable to have in the first place?

---

9 *Protecting Cyberspace as a National Asset: Comprehensive Legislation for the 21st Century & Securing Critical Infrastructure in the Age of Stuxnet, before the Senate Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs, 111th Cong., 2nd Sess., 40 (2010)* (Statement of Ranking Member Senator Susan M Collins)
This thesis will examine the paradoxes of American engagement with offensive cyber tactics by critically interacting with the existing scholarship and pressing further into primary sources. National Security Directives, policy language, Congressional hearings, and materials from private cybersecurity companies will all play a role in creating an understanding of how the U.S. government has interacted with cyberspace in an offensive capacity. Interrogating the specific rhetoric used while centering it in a wider political context will shed light on how cyberspace as a unique hybrid of military and intelligence undertakings has been shaped by the American Intelligence Community. Much of the existing historiography focuses on how the United States engages in cyber tactics and offers commentary on how its tactics can be shaped by the nature of cyber. However, as underscored by the debate of whether or not cyber can truly constitute a Fifth Domain of warfare, the field itself is a malleable, conceptual one. By critically analyzing American policy language not simply as products of the contemporary cyber world, but as shapers of it, this paper demonstrates that the U.S. has progressively tailored the world of cyber operations to its economic and geopolitical advantage and unpacks the paradoxes that have come to the surface as a result of this activity.

One year after *The Economist*’s declaration of cyberspace as the Fifth Domain of warfare, the United States Government officially followed suit. In its July 2011 “Strategy for Operating in Cyberspace,” the Department of Defense (DoD) stated that “Though the networks and systems that make up cyberspace are man-made, often privately owned, and primarily civilian in use, treating cyberspace as a domain is a critical organizing concept for DoD’s national security missions.”¹¹ The four traditional domains of war (land, sea, air, and space) now included a fifth

---

entry—cyber. One of these things is not like the others. The DoD conceptualized this Fifth Domain as entirely global, not bound by a physical environment in the way that the other four domains are, but instead by what it calls the “information environment.”\textsuperscript{12} The ‘man-made’ nature of cyberspace is understood by the U.S. government, but despite the difficulty in nailing down an exact set of boundaries, the DoD strategizes within it just as they would in the land, sea, air, and space domains.

The Fifth Domain is a contested one; some scholars argue that adding it to the list of warfare domains neglects to take into account the fact that cyber is a fundamentally different arena that permeates everything, rather than a clearly delineated physical space. The U.S. federal standard definition of cyberspace is an “interdependent network of informational technology infrastructures,” with official language often listing the Internet, computer systems, and telecommunications networks, or electronic communications, as examples of what the domain contains.\textsuperscript{13} The difference between this and the four physical environments of the other domains is quite clear. For example, it would be possible to conduct an operation on land without integrating the space domain, but no operations in the space domain would be possible without those information systems that make up cyberspace. Career Air Force officer and security scholar Michael P. Kreuzer argues that there really is no such thing as cyberspace, but rather “a metaphor to help humans understand the near instantaneous sharing of information across

\begin{flushleft}
\end{flushleft}
widespread computer networks.” However, regardless of a pinpointed definition, what is at the heart of any attempt to define the cyber realm is information.

Information has always been foundational to geopolitics. But even while it declares a Fifth Domain, the Department of Defense still frames cyber operations in such a way that obscures the fact that this seemingly theoretical theater is actually quite tangible. In a mission statement posted to NSA’s website, it establishes a two-pronged purpose encompassing both “signals intelligence (SIGINT) insights and cybersecurity products and services.” The first prong, SIGINT, which refers to intelligence gathered from intercepting electronic signals or systems, conjures the popular image of an intelligence agent with clunky headphones intercepting an enemy conversation, fervently compiling information to send off and use in an operation to prevent catastrophe. The second, cybersecurity, is instinctually associated with protecting American cybersystems from outside attacks, given its root of ‘security.’ Both of these endeavors equate to a defensive strategy, keeping the nation safe from any adversarial foreign actors. However, this takeaway from the NSA statement is missing an important truth—the 18 federal organizations that conduct intelligence and counterintelligence, collectively making up the U.S. Intelligence Community (IC) are just as deeply involved in offensive cyber operations as defensive ones. What is advertised as ‘information’ is weaponized, both with and without the catalyst of kinetic operations. The Stuxnet operation, for example, was a cyber operation that

---

caused real harm to its target, without the goal of collecting SIGINT or building protection around an existing American system. Despite the definitional fluidity, or perhaps more aptly, opacity, of cyber as a distinct Fifth Domain, it is nonetheless an arena with tangible consequences that can destabilize nations and international affairs.

Even if cyberspace is simply a metaphor, it is one that has been constructed by those operating within it. This paper is interested in understanding how the United States government has shaped the meaning and capacity of cyberspace, acting both offensively and clandestinely within it, while maintaining an image of pure defense. Leveraging frameworks of security and traditional espionage, the U.S. is entrenched in a deeply paradoxical arena. In one instance, an international order predicated on the Westphalian paradigm of state actors is infiltrated by unattached and anonymous hacking collectives. In another, the overclassification and stockpiling of offensive capabilities directly undercuts itself by leaving open weaknesses for adversaries to exploit.

The scholarship surrounding cyber warfare is actively trying to historicize and contextualize a concept that has been intentionally obfuscated by the intelligence community. The literature spans multiple fields; but given cyber’s very recent emergence, rapidly changing nature, and high level of classification, a great deal of investigative revelations are coming from journalists. David E. Sanger, a journalist for The New York Times whose 2012 book Confront and Conceal: Obama’s Secret Wars and Surprising Use of American Power led to a federal investigation to determine his sources, uncovered Operation Olympic Games, the codename

---

for the operation that launched the Stuxnet worm against the Natanz nuclear facility in Iran, and identified it as a joint undertaking between the United States and Israel. Another Times reporter, Nicole Perlroth, authored the commercially successful 2021 book *This is How They Tell Me the World Ends*, which traces the development of the cyber arms market.20 Both Sanger and Perlroth’s books are both important endeavors in expanding knowledge about cyberspace operations, but their journalistic nature situates them in a space more akin to primary sources than historical analyses. Because this field is dealing not only with quite recent events but also with ones that remain overwhelmingly classified, these writers are telling stories that are unavailable in government records, instead utilizing relationships they have built with sources inside tight-lipped groups, like NSA21 and the hacking community. Critical historical analysis tends to be left largely to the reader, or to the writers’ sources, whose quotations often provide a slant that journalists tend to shy away from in their own writing for the sake of integrity.

Apart from journalistic endeavors, there are more theoretical policy and legal approaches found throughout the literature as well. Sanger’s work has touched on key themes that academics writing on the world of cyber warfare frequently grapple with, including the difficulties of determining how to defend potential targets when so many are privately-owned civilian infrastructures, the potential of cyber weapon capabilities juxtaposed with the track record of their use, and the comparison between the historical trajectories of nuclear and cyber capabilities. The merits of this last theme are frequently debated within the historiography, engaging with the applicability of deterrence (the strategy of discouraging enemy attack through a credible

---


21 ‘NSA’ is used throughout this paper, rather than ‘the NSA’; this serves as best practice in cyber scholarship and the lack of definite article is congruent with the language used by government officials.
retaliatory threat),²² the role of public debate in an informed democratic process to balance federal powers, and the viability of international cooperation. This paper will engage less with the nuclear comparison, but rather a different comparison, one which this intervention argues is clearly favored by the U.S. government for largely strategic reasons—the comparison to espionage activities. Political scientist Thomas Rid is a major proponent of this comparison, arguing that conceptualizing cyber offensives as warfare is misguided, and they are indeed analogous to espionage.²³ In 2013, he published a book titled Cyber War Will Not Take Place, in which he argues that no cyber attack ever has or ever will constitute an act of war on its own, and instead should be considered within the accepted tradition of state espionage and sabotage.²⁴ Part of this paper’s goal is to critically examine the foundation for this comparison within U.S. official rhetoric. Offensive cyber capabilities and engagement have also been examined through an economic lens. Academics and economists are producing work grappling with the value and legality of so-called ‘cyber goods,’ such as codes that could be used as tools in hacking a system. Works like Rainer Böhme’s The Economics of Information Security and Privacy²⁵ and Mailyn Fidler and Jennifer Granick’s “Changes to Export Control Arrangement Apply to Computer Exploits and More”²⁶ attempt to reconcile the nebulous cyberspace within the current market.

Understanding how the U.S. government has worked to do the same is a central part of this paper.

The first chapter will look at how the language and laws of war have (or often more aptly, have not) been applied to offensive cyber tactics. Particularly interested in the United States’ demonstrated desire to treat its cyber operations as analogous to espionage, this chapter considers the arc of the Intelligence Community’s official internal language as it pertains to cyber in relation to the nation’s history of utilizing the language of defensive security to champion its military undertakings.

The next section will consider how the U.S. has engaged with the ‘weapons’ of the Fifth Domain. Drawing on Nicole Perlroth’s work, visualizing what the existence of a cyber arms market truly entails reveals a dynamic between the U.S. government and the hacking and security research community that is largely dictated by the former. The rhetoric that the public-private dynamic in the field of cyber rests squarely on the government’s intent to keep American networks fully secure is belied by the Intelligence Community’s acquisition of tools for offensive cyber operations from private researchers and third-party brokers.

Finally, the third chapter will explore the major inconsistencies that became apparent throughout the policy making conversation as a result of the narrative of cyberdefense. While the usage of defensive-oriented language as a way to circumvent involvement in offensive operations is not novel in U.S. history, as the first chapter discusses, cyber is a unique case in how extremely opaque it has become. The accessibility of hacking to both nation states and individual actors convolutes the story that the U.S. has typically told—that it is America and its allies versus an ideological ‘Big Bad,’ whether that be communism or Islamic extremism. Leveraging that same state-actor narrative in the context of the Fifth Domain keeps both the
public and the lawmaking conversation focused on defense, while the overclassification within
the IC undermines the security it purports to prioritize.

Offensive cyber undertakings are becoming increasingly more critical in a world where
technology has created an almost unimaginable level of interconnectivity. This thesis seeks to
contribute to the scholarly discussion of this “Fifth Domain” by understanding the arc of the
United States’ contradictory engagement with cyber. By shaping this man-made war front in the
image of offense, the ability to actually achieve that security is undercut.
Chapter 1: The Misnomer

“In the long history of the world, only a few generations have been granted the role of defending freedom in its hour of maximum danger.” 27 This was how John F. Kennedy framed his responsibility as President in his Inaugural Address on January 20, 1961. Since the turn of the 20th Century, the United States has seen itself as bearing the cross of the global defense of freedom even in its interventions unprovoked by any direct military offense. Just a few months after his inauguration, Kennedy greenlit and launched the notoriously disastrous Bay of Pigs invasion in Cuba. Even after the operation failed, the president told the American people that the fiasco was further proof that “the forces of communism are not to be underestimated.” 28 The enemy was still at large, and every move the U.S. made was in defense of freedom. As technology marched forward and cyber capabilities took shape, this ethos became fundamental to the process. In this chapter, I will explore the development of the U.S. Intelligence Community’s definition of its cyber operations both internally and to the public. Ultimately, the chapter demonstrates the fallacy of the U.S. Government's claim that cyber exploitation equates purely to espionage, which does not hold up to scrutiny and ultimately places the IC’s approach to the Fifth Domain in a historical arc of defensive justification.

The technical foundation for the Internet was itself an American military project: the Department of Defense’s ARPANET, designed by their Advanced Research Projects Agency. The project began in 1966, designed to allow computers to share information between one

another from remote locations. This was not a physical network, but instead developed technology based on telecommunications to allow for remote communication.\(^{29}\) ARPANET was a great success, albeit limited in scope. The next step in the development of the technological capabilities that support operations in the Fifth Domain was not far behind. In 1971, Bob Thomas, a software engineer with DoD-partnered research company BBN Technologies, developed a demo code to jump across different systems connected to the ARPANET.

Considered the first computer “worm,” a self-replicating and spreading malware, it did not intend to shut down systems or steal data, activities associated with most worms today, but just forced the machine it was running in to print the words “I’M THE CREEPER. CATCH ME IF YOU CAN.”\(^{30}\) Another BBN programmer, Ray Tomlinson, amended his colleague’s code to create the “Reaper,” which replicated itself to move through the ARPANET in order to find and log out instances of the Creeper program.\(^{31}\) The Creeper and Reaper together constitute the first computer virus and the first antivirus program, cracking open the door for a novel way of operating within cyberspace.

Ten years after the Creeper and Reaper first wormed their way across the ARPANET, President Ronald Reagan signed Executive Order 12333, framing the United States’ intelligence effort in the Executive Branch. Colloquially known as “twelve triple-three,” the 1981 order delineated the National Security Agency’s responsibilities, assigning them the mission of


‘signals intelligence’ (SIGINT). In a leaked briefing presentation for NSA agents from the 2010s, the agency writes that the mission assigned to it by E.O. 12333 includes “COMINT [communications intelligence] and in turn CNE,” or “Computer Network Exploitation.” What exactly NSA means by Computer Network Exploitation is a question that this chapter will examine more in depth, but it is key to note here that nowhere in Reagan’s executive order is computer exploitation mentioned. Even though the U.S. was already aware of the potential for hacking beyond the simple purpose of information gathering, the NSA was historically only granted the task of collecting, processing, and disseminating signals intelligence and communications security. How, then, has NSA effectively granted itself the ability to undertake offensive cyber operations intended to damage an adversary’s systems under the guise of intelligence gathering for national security?

In a 2017 piece for Limn titled “The Spy Who Pwned Me,” science and technology historian Matthew L. Jones traces the U.S. official language surrounding cyber tactics since the 1990s. He concludes that the government’s claim that cyber exploitation should merely be thought of as espionage, a legitimate NSA responsibility under 12333, when considering questions of legality and policymaking, is a brittle one. He points to a 1992 Department of Defense Directive as the first known definition of ‘information warfare’ provided by the U.S., which rendered it as “the competition of opposing information systems to include the

---

exploitation, corruption, or destruction of an adversary’s information system.”

Exploitation could arguably be considered here as encapsulating espionage, with a system being exploited for the transference of information. However, corrupting or destroying a system takes an operation a step (or perhaps many steps) beyond intelligence gathering. Some lines in the Directive remain redacted, but the section titled “Responsibilities” has been fully declassified, mentioning NSA only insofar that the Agency’s director is to be kept informed of any information warfare technology developments.

In 1996, the Department of Defense issued another directive, overriding the 1992 document, and providing three new key definitions.

Computer Network Attack (CNA): “operations to disrupt, deny, degrade, or destroy information resident in computers and computer networks, or the computer and networks themselves.”

Information Operations (IO): “Actions taken to affect adversary information and information systems while defending one’s own information, and information systems.”

Information Warfare (IW): “IO conducted during a time of crisis or conflict to achieve or promote specific objectives over a specific adversary or adversaries.”

Here, there is a new provision for information warfare—a time of conflict or crisis. However, by adding the term ‘information operations,’ the DoD provides the language for potential operations of the exact same nature to occur outside the scope of wartime. Beyond the conflict requirement

---


of IW, the only other marked difference between IO and IW is the mention of defense in the former. Additionally, although the directive distinguishes separate terms for CNA and IO, the phrase “actions taken to affect” systems is immensely broad, with what is defined as CNA potentially falling within the category of IO. The “Responsibilities” section of this revision is also markedly different. The responsibilities of the NSA Director now involve inter-agency cooperation in supporting IO in incredibly vague terms. Unlike in the 1992 iteration, the Director’s responsibilities are partially redacted. Through these definitions, the U.S opened up doors to legitimize a wide range of cyber activities. IO became a legitimate peacetime undertaking that put offensive cyber operations hand-in-hand with defense, dulling the impact of the implications of an offensive maneuver.

NSA is an agency with very little transparency, meaning the available archive of relevant documents is likely incomplete. However, the DoD’s definition of CNA has evidently remained virtually the same since 1996, meaning the recently leaked slide deck reveals that NSA treats directly offensive cyber operations as part of its inherent responsibilities designated in 1981. Referencing E.O. 12333 alone, the agency’s mission seems defense oriented, gathering intelligence for the strengthening of national security. However, comparing notes on how obscure policy has rerendered the agency’s operational capacity now reveals an offensive tilt.

In “The Spy Who Pwned Me,” Jones references a 1999 CIA document that appears to be a departure from the policy language described above. The directive defined a slightly different acronym, CNE, short for ‘Computer Network Exploitation,’ as “an intelligence collection

38 Jones, “The Spy Who Pwned Me.”
activity” not central to DoD IO doctrine, but “IO-related.” However, the acceptably espionage-oriented activity of CNE is deceptively bound by very loose guidelines. Crucially, Jones’ article points to a leaked 2012 Presidential Directive from the Obama administration (PPD-20) that further degrades the espionage analogy. PPD-20 provides for “cyber collection,” which, at face value, appears to be a clear path for the development of SIGINT into the computer age, just as the aforementioned NSA briefing slide purports. However, at the very end of the definition, which classifies cyber collection as cyber programs for “the primary purpose of collecting intelligence…by or on behalf of the United States Government,” there is a clause that allows for something other than intelligence gathering. The activities of cyber collection include those “essential and inherent to enabling cyber collection…even if they create cyber effects.” Even further than Jones discusses, the document’s definition of cyber effects is nearly identical to the 1996 DoD definition of Computer Network Attack, leaving the Intelligence Community legitimized room to tack on an element to a SIGINT collection operation that compromises the computer system being targeted. The definition of cyber effect in PPD-20 notably leaves out any mention of intentionality, and even the banality of the word ‘effect’ itself as compared to ‘attack’ is telling. This circumvents the necessity of acknowledging that cyber effects created during a primarily information-collecting operation are nonetheless separate from the category of espionage being used to cover American cyber operations.

---

Another leaked document from 2012, NSA’s 2012-2016 SIGINT Strategy, contains multiple points with a top-secret classification, one of which is to “Integrate the SIGINT System into a national network of sensors which interactively sense, respond, and alert one another at machine speed.”

Once again, the U.S. casts an incredibly large web with its official language; an integrated and automated system as vast as is described here creates such a high level of interconnection that it becomes difficult to maintain separations of purpose and corresponding concerns of legality and authorization. This is evident in a 2009 decision of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court (FISC), which operates in secret to grant warrants for foreign intelligence gathering projects. In 2006, the Court had authorized an NSA alert list process that served to prioritize “its review of the telephony metadata it received” through analysis of a reasonable articulable suspicion (RAS) standard. However, in the time after that authorization, the agency integrated that system with other SIGINT collection processes, including Business Record metadata, updating the approved alert list with these outside telephone identifiers. As a result, the RAS standard was no longer the controlling factor in NSA’s alert list, and not only was the agency collecting a wide array of information that the Court had not authorized, but it also reported to the FISC that “there was no singular person who had a complete technical understanding of the … system architecture.”

NSA itself did not even have a full grasp of the amount of information it was collecting. In this way, cyber operations are also distinct from historical cases of espionage, wherein the capability for mass data acquisition that exists in the cyber realm did not exist. Sneaking behind enemy lines to gather physical intelligence from a

43 In Re Production of Tangible Things From [REDACTED], BR 08-13, (FISC 2009).
44 In Re Production of Tangible Things From [REDACTED], BR 08-13, (FISC 2009).
locked office is hugely different in scale from information systems surveillance, and it is unreasonable to expect that they should be treated analogously. Even within a strict interpretation of its ordained E.O. 12333 mission of SIGINT collection, NSA lacks a track record of internal accountability, leaving Americans subject to unwarranted surveillance not commensurate with a well-defined mission of national defense.

The United States Intelligence Community has allowed itself the space to develop cyber operations far beyond the intelligence gathering mission of espionage, while promoting the idea that the two are analogous. Its utilization of the cyber domain proves to be congruent with the IC’s history of covert operations, with this language of operational necessity in the name of national security a tried and true method of justification. Official documents reveal a high level of ambiguity in definition, as well as a rather opaque divide between war and peace. This has allowed for the espionage comparison to go relatively undisputed, but has left the backdoors open for ‘effects’ outside the scope of tailored intelligence gathering for national security. The tools the IC has used to create those effects and the consequences of their acquisition are the focus of the next chapter.
Chapter 2: The Marketplace

When Mark Zuckerberg was first building Facebook into a global leviathan, he preached a gospel that would characterize the mentality of Silicon Valley for the foreseeable future: “Move fast and break things.” This ethos has pushed technology forward at an exponential rate, but it is often not just the status quo being broken in the process, but the very technology itself. The more interconnected our systems become, the harder they are to keep secure. Each flaw in a code, known as a vulnerability or a bug, allows space for threat actors to take advantage of that weak point and utilize an exploit, hacking the system. With the seemingly incessant desire to expand the scale at which everything in our daily lives, from smart homes to pacemakers, connects across a network, a concept known as the ‘internet of things,’ or IoT, comes a greater potential ripple effect from a single vulnerability. Vulnerabilities in a code come in various stages of severity, but the most concerning type, and thus the most valuable for a developer to

---

find, is known as a “zero-day.” This is a vulnerability about which the software developer or company is completely unaware, and has therefore had zero days to develop a fix, or patch, for the code.\(^5^0\) However, it is not only the developer who sees value in a zero-day. These vulnerabilities have become key assets to the U.S. Government. This chapter will chart the Intelligence Community’s role in building a cyber weapons market around computer exploits and consider how the ideals of American exceptionalism have granted it legitimacy. Understanding this development sheds light on how the U.S. Government undermines cybersecurity for the sake of cyber offense\(^5^1\) development under the guise of securing a strong national cyber defense.

Discovering vulnerabilities and the exploits that take advantage of them has long been a source of pride amongst ethical hackers, known as white hats.\(^5^2\) For a long time, the ethos of the white hat hacking community was one in which the bragging rights of being the person to outsmart a developer was the only motivation a security researcher needed. They often traded and sold amongst themselves, but generally followed responsible best practices when it came to disclosure, voluntarily informing the vendor of the vulnerability they had discovered in their program.\(^5^3\) Hackers could not resist poking fun at corporations with holes in their code, but still


\(^5^1\) The term cyberwar is not used in this paper, excepting cases where it is reflecting the language used by a source, so as to not make implications regarding the nature of war. This paper is not focused on the point at which a cyber operation becomes an act of war. There is a wide array of scholarship debating this question. Instead, the terms ‘cyber offense’ and ‘offensive cyber operation’ are used to refer to those operations which are not solely protecting one’s own systems, but are targeting another.


had the best interests of public security at heart. However, in the early 2000s, a new market began to take shape around white hat hacking,\textsuperscript{54} commercializing the zero-days that could decimate information systems and security apparatuses and injecting a new ethos of capitalism into the white hat community.

To understand exactly how the Intelligence Community’s intervention contoured the zero-days market, we need to trace its development. White hats had been gleefully exposing software developers with a chip on their shoulder through the 90s, but at the turn of the millennium, the winds of free exchange were starting to wane. Tech vendors, tired of being exposed on stage at hacking conventions by attendees sharing their security research, were beginning to threaten lawsuits.\textsuperscript{55} In 2001, Russian programmer Dmitry Sklyarov was arrested at DEF CON, an annual hackers convention in Las Vegas, for his presentation of an Adobe Acrobat eBook Reader exploit.\textsuperscript{56} Sklyarov was charged under the 1998 Digital Millennium Copyright Act given that his program circumvented protections of copyrighted material\textsuperscript{57} rather than anything inherent to the presentation of an exploit, but the atmosphere of the hacking community became increasingly sullen.\textsuperscript{58} The spirit of blithe transparency and anti-establishment attitude began to feel like a liability rather than an asset and the legal tides were shifting. The legislation being furiously drawn up in the fallout of September 11th, 2001 terror attacks, including a

\textsuperscript{54} Perlroth, \textit{This is How They Tell Me the World Ends}

\textsuperscript{55} Perlroth, \textit{This is How They Tell Me the World Ends}, 45.


\textsuperscript{57} United States v. ElcomSoft and Dmitry Sklyarov, 203 F Supp 2d 1111 (N.D. Cal., 2002).

proposal for a law that would give a life sentence to anyone convicted of a computer crime resulting in a death,\textsuperscript{59} cast a shadow over the cyber world. A recap of the 2002 DEF CON highlighted annual speaker Richard Thieme’s statement to the crowd that “the stakes are different.”\textsuperscript{60}

In her book \textit{This is How They Tell Me the World Ends}, journalist Nicole Perlroth pins the birth of the zero-days market within the context of this uncertain moment of change on Texan investor John P. Watters’ purchase of the bankrupt and crumbling cyber security company iDefense for $10 in 2002.\textsuperscript{61} At the same time Watters shelled out pocket change for iDefense, its competitor, SecurityFocus, was bought by security software giant Symantec for $75 million. SecurityFocus’ main service was something called BugTraq, a forum mailed out to clients where unaffiliated white-hat hackers, for no compensation, posted bugs they had found on their own time. Posters on the forum engaged for the sake of greater network security and personal clout within the hacking community; the only hackers really turning a profit from disclosing vulnerabilities during this time were criminals with malicious intent, or ‘black hats.’ The international intelligence community was aware of the threat posed by black hat hacking as early as 1986 when three German hackers hacked into and stole data from Western military, research, industrial and commercial computer systems, including U.S. systems, later selling that data to the Soviet KGB intelligence service.\textsuperscript{62} Watters and his research team at iDefense, led by 20-somethings David Endler and Sunil James, realized that there was an opportunity to capitalize on the wariness of hackers to freely share their findings and trailblaze a new, legitimate market.

\textsuperscript{59} Zetter, “Shock!”
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\textsuperscript{61} Perlroth, \textit{This is How They Tell Me the World Ends}, 40-42.
In 2003, the company began paying hackers for zero-day vulnerabilities through their new Vulnerability Contributor Program (VCP). They were willing to lay down their pro-transparency and public interest attitudes and join in. As Perlroth puts it, “getting paid was a lot more enticing than getting sued.” At first, iDefense’s clients, who paid a subscription fee to be sent the bugs relevant to their software, were dismissive. However, when New Zealand hacker Greg McManus, who had become the provider of half of iDefense’s bug collection as an independent hacker and was subsequently offered a job, began sending clients examples of how the vulnerabilities being gathered could be used, or proof-of-concept exploits, to prove their value, iDefense began raking in profit. In a 2003 interview with Help Net Security, Sunil James touted the company’s VCP as “reaching a balance between remaining true to our clients and being responsible to vendors and the Internet community at large.” The responsibility to this broader ‘Internet community’ had always been a part of the hacking community’s modus operandi, but the legal pushback against publicly airing out vulnerabilities opened the door for that responsibility to be financially compensated and exponentially less visible.

In a paper for the RAND Corporation titled “The Defender’s Dilemma: Charting a Course Toward Cybersecurity,” scholars Martin C. Libicki, Lillian Ablon, and Tim Webb delineate three different levels of the vulnerability market as it has developed over the last few
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decades. There is a ‘white-market,’ in which vulnerabilities are sold directly to the vendor, a ‘black-market,’ where vulnerabilities are sold to cybercriminals, and a much blurrier category, the ‘gray-market.’ RAND defines this market as one in which the buyers are government and intelligence agencies. Watters’ iDefense was an independent provider, acting as an intermediary between security researchers and software vendors, with an ethos akin to the ‘white-market.’ iDefense’s website in the early 2000s outlined their vulnerability reporting process, declaring that their mission was only to formally publicly release security advisories for the sake of corrective action, and that the company would notify vendors “as soon as reasonably possible after it has discovered and verified a problem with their product or service.” The idea of a bug bounty program, where companies offer payoffs in exchange for identification of vulnerabilities needing to be patched, dates back to Netscape’s 1995 cash bounty for non-employees who found bugs in their Netscape Navigator 2.0 Beta program. But iDefense set the stage for relatively above-ground vulnerability deals brokered by a public third party. The gap between gray-market independent brokers who dealt only in the shadows and the widely advertised rewards of the white-market was beginning to close, paving the way for the IC’s influence on the acquisition and sale of vulnerabilities to further permeate the world of security research.

In the years after the VCP took off, brokers who publicly advertised their role in the gray-market started to pop up; American infosec company Zerodium proudly states in their


68 Libicki, et. al, “The Defender’s Dilemma.”


website’s FAQ that their buyers are government institutions, “mainly from Europe and North America.”  

It might seem intuitive to conceptualize the rise of these types of brokers as a natural evolution of the iDefense model, a new avenue of the market with the hacking ethos of responsible disclosure still intact. However, while iDefense might have influenced the legitimacy of these firms, a much murkier underbelly of the vulnerability market contributed to their success. One of the minds behind the VCP, David Endler, went to work for another security startup, TippingPoint, after his time at iDefense. In developing their Zero Day Initiative program, which also paid researchers for vulnerabilities and then disclosed them to their respective vendors, Endler had proposed a questionable idea akin to an auction, selling a vulnerability to the highest bidder regardless of their affiliation with the software vendor in question, but still requiring disclosure to that vendor. In 2007, Endler reflected that the auction venture never moved forward, as the concept “seemed to touch a strong nerve with the few security people I approached with the idea.” However, these kinds of auctions had already been taking place for at least a decade, not just as black market deals, but as gray-market, state-sponsored ones.

In researching for *This is How They Tell Me the World Ends*, Nicole Perlroth secured a meeting with a former government contractor, whom she writes about using the pseudonym Jimmy Sabien. Sabien told her that he and his team had been discovering exploits and selling them to different entities within the U.S. government since the mid-1990s, and were purchasing zero-days later in the decade at the behest of U.S. intelligence agencies. These transactions
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occurred entirely in the shadows, with the majority of the hacking community still thumbing their noses at the proverbial Man and freely exposing vulnerabilities in the name of public responsibility. One of the most popular activities at the DEF CON annual conference was a game of Spot The Fed, with a free t-shirt for attendees able to identify undercover federal agents in attendance (and one for the exposed agent as well). Hackers were unwilling to openly cooperate with the IC. In fact, in 2003, Sabien had gone to John Watters as a mysterious, anonymous buyer and tried to coax him into forgoing iDefense’s disclosure model and selling the zero-days directly to him for a staggeringly higher price. Watters did not bite, but the U.S. government’s willingness to shell out massive sums of money to obtain zero-days effectively undermined Watters’ business model of responsible disclosure. Security researchers had already been given good reason to start seeking compensation for their findings when the fear of legal retaliation struck the community. If the hackers were already selling, poaching them from companies like iDefense was not much of a stretch for the deep pockets of the nation’s intelligence apparatus. David Endler’s scrapped auctioneering blueprint had actually already been built and bankrolled by the government. The model his peers had bristled at now lured the best security researchers with the bait of an exponentially higher payoff.

The three-letter American agencies paying for the zero-days have done so in the name of national security. Having framed cyber espionage as a continuation of existing SIGINT operations, the Intelligence Community easily passes off their collection of zero-days as necessary components of classified defense operations. This prioritization of national strategy over information and software security only truly serves the offensive side of American cyber
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operations. In 2010, the U.S. government first instituted a heavily redacted ‘Vulnerabilities Equities Process’, or ‘VEP,’ which has since been overridden by an unclassified 2017 Trump-era iteration, *Vulnerabilities Equities Policy and Process for the United States Government.* The VEP regulates disclosure of vulnerabilities that fall into the hands of the government before the targeted company is made aware of their existence. The process requires a vote to be taken by representatives across a few federal agencies within a tight timeframe as to whether a vulnerability should be restricted or disclosed. “Operational Value and Operational Impact Considerations” is cited as a major factor the voters consider in making their determination.

Procedurally, the VEP is developed with a meaningful sense of urgency and keeps some apparent nuance in mind, clarifying that the evaluation process is not always a binary between total restriction and complete dissemination. However, while the process is designed to incorporate discourse across more than one agency, it is confined to exclusively executive powers, and can still leave vendors (and those that use their software) out to dry. While NSA might be armed with an arsenal of potential cyber network exploits and attacks to be carried out, there are gaping holes in the software left open for threat actors. The gray-market allows the United States to gamble on the fact that an adversary will not get to an exploit before the IC has a chance to use it against them and subsequently secure its own assets.

The Intelligence Community creates weaknesses in its own armor by hoarding vulnerabilities, but because federal agencies are willing to pay so much more than either intermediate bounty programs like the VCP or the software vendors themselves, they effectively corner the market, making themselves and the brokers that sell to them the most appealing option.
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for the most accomplished researchers. The old ethos of the hacking community, one where waving around a vulnerability discovery made researchers lunchroom heroes, was replaced by an arms market. In a piece titled “The Legitimate Vulnerability Market: Inside the Secretive World of 0-day Exploit Sales,” former NSA employee and renowned hacker Charlie Miller recalls helping an acquaintance sell a Microsoft Powerpoint XP vulnerability he had discovered. Because these deals are incredibly opaque, selecting a buyer requires researchers to make a somewhat arbitrary judgment call on what a fair price to accept is without a full picture of the market. In the search for a buyer, Miller imagined a $1,000 - $3,000 payout from iDefense or Tipping Point, a $20,000 evaluation directly from the company affected, and a $50,000 bounty from the government. Any researcher looking at selling their discovery would have to make both a financial and a moral decision. While the moral element might take into account the security of the software’s users, it is also heavily weighted by the omnipresent pressure of U.S. messaging promoting patriotism and loyalty. Particularly given that the market grew most markedly in the wake of 9/11, the sale of an exploit is pulled into the category of “seeing something and saying something.” As to the financial aspect of the seller’s decision, the complete lack of pricing transparency in the zero-days vulnerability marketplace means that researchers have no tangible idea as to the market price of their work, and the government has built a reputation for offering a high price point. Scholars and economists have proposed potential solutions to combat this opacity, such as Rainer Böhme’s idea for an exploit derivative market, where contracts could be bought and sold as investments, paying out in the case of a
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specified software either experiencing a security event or remaining secure.\textsuperscript{83} However, the government is unlikely to bring any of this above-board, given the IC’s tendency toward overclassification in the name of national security.

The opacity of the gray-market forces security researchers and hackers to deal in shadowy, word-of-mouth contexts, and leaves government-acquired vulnerabilities subject to a disclosure policy that is incredibly insular and political. Even the distinction between the black and gray markets is effectively a geopolitical one. A study on the vulnerability market titled “Bugs in the System” from the left-leaning think tank New America reports that deals brokered with “countries whose governments are much less likely to respect human rights…could be considered part of the black market.”\textsuperscript{84} The delineation of the gray-market as a concept, then, rests on the assumption that the United States and its allies are inherently good actors, and thus their exploit purchasing warrants a distinction from what is otherwise a black market arms trade. Not only does the image of America as an international defender of freedom legitimize the IC’s vulnerabilities dealings, but its lack of transparency in order to protect offensive assets effectively undermines cyber defense. Intelligence agencies want to move fast and break things, and they have the funds to drag independent security researchers along for the ride. The nature of the zero-days market and its goods exacerbates vulnerabilities, leaving information and technology systems, as well as those who research them, open to further exploitation. As the next chapter continues to reveal, the exacerbation of vulnerabilities due to the obfuscation of U.S.

cyber operations is a central issue in understanding how the Fifth Domain has been shaped by the IC.
Chapter 3: The Misdirect

On a Saturday in early June, 1983, in a cozy, wood paneled room of Camp David, President Ronald Reagan and First Lady Nancy sat back for a movie night with a group of White House staffers. The MGM lion roared across the screen, and the group was transported to the missile launch control room at the NORAD Combat Operations Center. Over the course of the next two hours, the President watched as a teenager accidentally hacked into a government supercomputer and nearly launched a nuclear war. As the credits rolled, a sobering hush took over the room. Finally the First Lady turned to the group: “Could that really happen?”

Watching that movie, John Badham’s WarGames, inspired Reagan to precipitate a national security conversation that would culminate in the first National Security Decision Directive addressing information security. This chapter will examine that policy and more, understanding that the Intelligence Community has obscured so much of its own action and intention that both lawmakers and the public that elects them are having a conversation about cyber that has not kept up with the actual undertakings of the IC and does not account for the full reality. By keeping the focus on defense, a historically successful angle for getting the public on the side of the American government, and consistently underscoring the presence of a familiar looming threat, such as Russia or Islamic terrorism, U.S. involvement in offensive cyber operations is obscured. As a result of this opacity, the cybersecurity that remains the center of an
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outdated public discussion is actually undermined, leaving American systems and individual privacy at serious risk.

National Security Decision Directive Number 145 (NSDD-145), published confidentially in September 1984, recognized the significance of the threat that the exploitation of electronic information systems posed. The directive outlines a leadership framework for its oversight that ultimately never came to pass as subsequent legislation moved forward, but it remains a vital touchpoint for understanding the attitudes surrounding the issue of cyber within the White House. As a document that started policymaking conversations, NSDD-145 hinges on the promotion of “a coherent and coordinated defense against the hostile intelligence threat” to the telecommunications and automated information systems developing with unprecedented speed. Its only reference to E.O. 12333, the order Reagan signed three years earlier that would later be used by NSA to justify Computer Network Exploitation activities, is in identifying the Secretary of Defense as the Executive Agent in this systems security undertaking. NSDD-145 was considered a positive step in addressing the expanding cyber frontier, although the aforementioned deserted leadership specifics raised concerns of ambiguity and organizational overlap.\(^8^8\) The capacity that the developing systems technology created for offensive attacks was beginning to take shape during this period in the mid-80s and, as evidenced by this policy response, the White House was increasingly aware. However, from this beginning moment, the focus of elected officials was on keeping American cyber systems secure from these attacks, rather than how to capitalize off of this new world.

This stretch of policymaking was focused on security, but it would be naive to assume that this was the only conversation happening inside the Intelligence Community. Certainly, if there are those concerned about defending from a novel offensive capability, there are those thinking about how the U.S. itself can take advantage of that offense. The NSA’s Top Secret periodical *Cryptolog*, published only for employees of the agency, ran an article in 1994 titled “Information Warfare: A New Business Line for NSA.” The article remains partially redacted, but the title alone is summary enough; NSA was actively scoping how it could engage in the offensive measures that the lawmakers conversation was so focused on defending against. As the NSA author writes, “the vulnerabilities that require protection in our own systems are also exploitable weaknesses in an adversary’s system.” This disconnect meant that the legislation of the time was laying the groundwork for justifying offensive tactics. Because there was no explicit policy reconciliation with the likelihood that NSA and the wide Intelligence Community would engage in offensive cyber operations, legislative gaps were left wide open, allowing for practices like NSA’s application of E.O. 12333 to Computer Network Exploitation as discussed in Chapter 1.

The mid-90s saw a spike in attention paid to the threat of Information Warfare. The Joint Chiefs of Staff published an over 500-page document titled “Information Warfare: Legal, Regulatory, Policy and Organizational Considerations for Assurance” in 1996. Multiple Congressional hearings took place the same year addressing the vulnerability of American cyber
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networks. However, as established in the previous chapter, the IC was already engaged in purchasing exploits from private contractors, and it is not apparent that any of this discourse accounted for that type of operation. One minority staff statement from the U.S. Senate Permanent Subcommittee Committee on Investigations prepared for a June 5, 1996 Hearing on Security in Cyberspace mentions in passing that NSA “hopes to create a ‘thousand person’ information warfare center that would include both a defensive and offensive infowar focus,” but the implications of that are not addressed any further. In fact, the subcommittee only includes this to underscore that their investigation revealed that no agencies had been able to provide a comprehensive threat assessment beyond anecdotal information. It is unclear exactly how this potential center ultimately manifested, which itself is another marker of policymakers’ focus on defending against external cyber threats leaving NSA’s offensive undertakings essentially unaddressed.

Despite this deficiency, this era of cyber discussion did take note of some valuable and legitimate concerns that arose with the development of Information Warfare capabilities, such as the ever-increasing ease of utilizing hacking tools and the difficulty of operating in a sphere that lacks traditional nation-state boundaries and provides attackers with a previously unseen level of anonymity. While the policy surrounding defending U.S. cyber systems from attacks
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became an increasingly larger part of the national security discussion as technology advanced, the question of just who those attackers were became a part of public discussion as well. Archived in an FBI file, a 1999 *Newsweek* magazine article titled “We’re In the Middle of a Cyberwar” covered an intrusion on DoD computer systems. The suspects, according to the piece, were “crack cyberspooks from the Russian Academy of Sciences, a government-supported organization that interacts with Russia’s top military labs.” The attack, known as ‘Moonlight Maze,’ was ultimately tied by FBI and DoD investigators to Russia, but that investigation was classified, and remains largely so to this day. With little response from U.S. officials, the *Newsweek* article reveals a dramatic response toward perceived international state-actor threats. Crying ‘cyberwar’ and terming the attackers ‘crack cyberspooks’ reflects a looming Russian threat that Americans had been warned of for decades. Tapping into those residual fears was immediately salient on the heels of the Cold War. Of course, the threat of international cyber aggression was (and remains) a very real one. Moonlight Maze was indeed a multi-million dollar loss and significant security breach for the United States. However, lawmakers immediately grasped onto the threat posed by nation-states, a trend that would continue to overwhelm the conversation.

In a Senate Committee hearing on March 2, 2000 entitled “Cyber Attack: Is the Government Safe?” Senator Daniel Akaka gave an opening statement in which he affirmed that...
“hacking is a crime, but it has also become an act of international aggression,” with “more than 20,000 cyber attacks” on DoD networks the previous year. Akaka’s numbers were accurate – the Defense Department detected a total of 22,144 attacks on its networks in 1999. However, all but 1,000 of those had been attributed to recreational hackers, despite the implications Akaka’s delivery made regarding the extreme severity of the nation-state cyber threat.100 In the same hearing, Kevin Mitnick, the FBI’s once most-wanted hacker released less than two months earlier from a five-year prison sentence,101 told the Committee that his youthful exploits in hacking had been encouraged in the 1970s. “Now,” he told them, “it is taboo.”102 Hacking was becoming a dirty word, and it was being attached to the major rhetorical enemies of the U.S. in the associations of the public.

This development of the popular understanding of the cyber domain in the 80s and 90s laid the groundwork for the IC’s ability to undertake offensive cyber operations with extremely murky oversight. At the turn of the 21st century, the capabilities and operations of the intelligence community were primed to evolve with few checks from elected officials as the Russian Hacker and the Jihadist Facebook Recruiter became the mascots of cyber attacks. The attack on the World Trade Center on September 11, 2001 served to cement this. In the immediate wake of 9/11, American patriotism surged.103 A month after the attacks, a Gallup poll found that
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60% of Americans reported trust in their government “to do what is right just about always/most of the time,” the highest percentage in 30 years, nearly doubling from the 31% rate reported by a CBS/NYT poll nine months before the attack.104 Policymakers threw themselves into high gear on defense, and the combination of public trust and patriotism meant that elected officials were under pressure to do absolutely everything in their power to let the DoD do its job. Mention of the terrorist threat was enough for policymakers to sign on to legislation they may not have had a full understanding of—the USA PATRIOT Act passed the Senate on October 25, 2001, only two days after its introduction, with only a singular vote against it.105

The narrowing focus in the cyber conversation on an international threat faced by the U.S. was now coupled with a high level of leeway being given to the Intelligence Community. On February 6, 2002, an annual open Senate hearing before the Committee on Armed Services regarding “Current and Projected National Security Threats to the United States” unsurprisingly centered around the threat of terrorism, and the limited discussion of cyber operations was therefore concerned with what the growth of cyber capabilities could mean for terrorists. Dale L. Watson, the FBI’s Executive Assistant Director of Counterterrorism and Counter Intelligence at the time, was asked by Senator John Edwards’ to give his assessment on how serious the cyber threat really was. Watson answered that the main concern was cyber communications between terrorists and, more importantly, cyber threats on infrastructure, but made sure to use his brief time to point to the defensive element. Watson called terrorist cyber capabilities a “tremendous

threat,” telling the Committee that “We need the capability to be able to understand that and be able to counter that threat.” To drive this home, he gave them a statistic they would find sobering, noting that over 55% of threat cases the National Infrastructure Protection Center reported the previous year “had ISPs [Internet Service Providers] involved outside the United States.” The broad ask for ‘capability to understand and counter’ provides for essentially any type of operation if properly couched, as became very clear in the breadth of operations coming out of the PATRIOT Act revealed by NSA whistleblower Edward Snowden. The defensively oriented conversation that had begun in the 80s, while bringing up valid concerns, did not change with the times, instead setting a circular discussion that drudged on in the chambers of Congress while those at NSA’s Fort Meade compiled a trove of zero-days and built a search engine for agents to parse through networks of global exploitable systems.

As the years went on following 9/11, polls showed American public trust in the federal government crashing. However, the conversation surrounding cyber operations being held by the public and government officials not privy to closed-door, highly classified IC undertakings continued to focus on the defense element. The trajectory of defense as a conversation-ending
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justification being an ingrained part of the American intelligence conversation extends beyond 9/11, ensuring its longevity even after the sharp boost in public trust waned. Senator Susan Collins, who had indicated her fear of whichever malignant figure had perpetuated the Stuxnet attack on the Natanz Nuclear Facility in the 2010 Senate Committee investigative hearing “Securing Critical Infrastructure in the Age of Stuxnet,” also brought attention in that hearing to how she believed the event should be addressed. Pointing to bipartisan legislation intended to “strengthen our cyber defenses across both the federal government and the private sector” she had introduced alongside two other Senators, she called this the development of “a comprehensive approach to this national threat.” While Collins’ seems to have had no inkling of U.S. involvement in perpetrating the Stuxnet attack, it is unclear as to whether she had been privy to the Top Secret Bush-era National Security Presidential Directive/NSPD–54, also known as Homeland Security Presidential Directive/HSPD–23 published on January 8, 2008. Released with redactions seven years later under a heavily contested FOIA request, NSPD–54/HSPD–23 contains the first mention of American application of cyber capabilities explicitly referred to as “offensive” in a document released publicly by the government. Paragraph (49) provided that a core group of officials would submit a “joint plan for the coordination and application of offensive capabilities to defend U.S. information systems.”

While the language here still ultimately lands on an intent to ‘defend,’ David Sanger’s reporting for The New York Times indicates that this policy was issued just as the IC was conceptualizing a
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cyberweapon attack on Natanz.\textsuperscript{114} Calling the Stuxnet attack a defense of U.S. information systems is a rhetorical stretch, but to an elected official like Collins without knowledge of the malware’s true perpetrator, NSPD–54/HSPD–23’s language of a defensive mission was sound. The response the Senator from Maine brought to the 2010 hearing promoting the strengthening of defenses was likely well-intentioned, but effectively served to also promote the strengthening of operational power for the agency that had launched the attack.

Because the IC, particularly NSA, keeps its offensive capacity so close to its chest, the public discourse is unable to properly reflect the scope of policy implications. The nature of cyber, as officials had recognized for decades, was such that an increase in operational capacity for one actor could easily become an increase for any actor.\textsuperscript{115} If a security researcher painstakingly developed a hacking tool utilizing a high level of resources, but shared that tool publicly, someone with far fewer skills and resources could utilize the same capability. The liability that this creates was on full display in 2016, when a faceless group calling themselves the Shadow Brokers began leaking to the internet an array of cyber tools they attributed to an entity known as the Equation group.\textsuperscript{116} A year before the leaks began, Moscow-based and UK-operated cybersecurity company Kaspersky Labs published a report titled \textit{Equation Group: Questions and Answers}, in which it identified and gave a name to a group that it called “the most advanced threat actor we have seen,” operating definitively since 2001, but perhaps since as
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early as 1996.\textsuperscript{117} This initial report made no specific claims tying the Equation group to any particular government, but it did find indicators in its malware that indicated Equation “and the Stuxnet developers are either the same or working closely together.”\textsuperscript{118} Further technical elements of the code cross-referenced with Snowden-leaked NSA materials establishes a strong case that the Equation group is part of the Agency. After the Shadow Brokers leaks, one of the zero-day exploits included in the Equation toolkit was used in two highly publicized cyber attack in 2017, one attributed by the U.S. to the North Korean state\textsuperscript{119} and the other to Russian military intelligence.\textsuperscript{120} The former attack, known as WannaCry, infected corporate victims' systems globally with ransomware, or malware that blocks the user from accessing their files unless a ransom is paid.\textsuperscript{121} The latter, NotPetya, completely wiped victims’ files, also attacking with a global reach, although 80% of infections occurred in Ukraine, according to Slovak antivirus vendor ESET.\textsuperscript{122} Both attacks caused significant harm to the global economy and the public trust. However, American discourse on cyber operations had hinged so strongly on what the IC was
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doing to keep U.S. systems secure, and these attacks were attributable to two of the nation’s most antagonized state-actors, so NSA’s role in gathering and refining the zero-day exploits used in these attacks easily became a secondary issue to the active external threat. The consequences of the Shadow Brokers leak is a prime case in which the unique paradox of developing weapons in the cyber domain is on full display. The Equation group’s toolkit was unknown to the public before the leaks, but could have been rhetorically categorized as the type of offensive capability meant to defend U.S. systems that NSPD–54/HSPD–23 called for. An offensive cyber arsenal can become a liability overnight if other actors become aware of it in a way that a kinetic weapons arsenal does not, yet the decades of cyber discourse leading up to the 2016 leak had not aggressively pursued any solution to this issue, remaining wrapped up in a narrative of building U.S. information systems defenses to shield from the threats of nation-states and major terrorist organizations.

The “Us versus Them” conversation cultivated in the halls of the Capitol and popular sentiment has allowed the Intelligence Community a very long leash throughout history. From Kennedy’s Bay of Pigs failure to the exceptionalism of the ‘gray’ vulnerability market, propagating the fear of what damage an ideological enemy could do allows for “defense” to cast an incredibly broad net. In a public 2016 Senate Committee on Armed Services hearing on cybersecurity, Senator Jack Reed asked Marcell Lettre, the Under Secretary of Defense for Intelligence, and Admiral Michael Rogers, Commander of the United States Cyber Command and NSA Director, if it is a fair assessment that the cyber threat is “a race not just against another nation-state” but really against widespread and relatively inexpensive technology. Admiral

Rogers replied “Yes, sir. I often use the phrase, “Cyber is the great equalizer.” Senator Reed further inquired as to what innovations have taken place to defend from this new threat, with Mr. Lettre answering with broad buzzwords and Admiral Rogers answering with more. The Admiral told the committee that he asks NSA and Cyber Command to look less at individual targets and consider cyber “more as an ecosystem,” but that he “can’t get onto specifics in an open forum.” This characteristically loose language reinforces the idea that policy makers are setting terms for uses of technology that they do not fully understand, while the ecosystem comparison plays into a framework in which it is the major powers of nation-states that should take precedence in assessing the cyber threat. It is the biggest predators that rule their ecosystems. The actual scope of offensive cyber operations pursued by the U.S. is obscured from the public by a heavy blanket of classification, and the policymaking conversation constantly redirects itself to address defense from the threats posed by major rhetorical threat actors. As a result, cybersecurity is undercut and weakened and the IC is given vague and malleable boundaries in its offensive undertakings.
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Conclusion

On a warm and sunny February morning, President Barack Obama addressed the crowd in Stanford University’s Memorial Auditorium at the 2015 Cybersecurity and Consumer Protection Summit. “The cyber world is sort of the wild, wild West,” he told them. “And to some degree, we’re asked to be the sheriff.” What his remarks failed to address was the other role the United States has played in the cyber domain: the gun-toting cowboy. Beyond the American government’s public shaping of a defensive-minded front for conducting operations lies the U.S. Intelligence Community’s involvement in cyber offenses.

This paper has intended to give an accessible, overarching perspective on the U.S. tailoring of the cyber world as it developed across the 80s, 90s, and 00s through the 2017 publication of an unclassified Vulnerabilities Equities Process. The internal language of the National Security Agency and the broader Intelligence Community showcases a leveraging of an American tradition of offensive operations justified by the rhetoric of espionage for the sake of security. As the IC honed its rhetoric, it also engaged in developing a cyber arms market out of the reach of the public eye and at the fringes of legality. The United States’ part in delineating a gray-market for purchasing zero-days vulnerabilities is predicated on a similar justification of American exceptionalism, allowing it to dictate dynamics in the hacking community and keep knowledge of vulnerabilities from those who would be able to patch them for the sake of classified defense operations. Alongside these internal workings was a developing conversation among policymakers and the public. That discussion has remained focused on the defensive language of the IC, with the rhetorical emphasis on a powerful ideological cyber-adversary.

---

keeping the stakes of that focus so high as to not deviate from it. The fear of finding the nation vulnerable to a cyber attack has allowed for legislators who acquiesce to intelligence agencies without fully understanding or addressing the specifics.

The cyber domain and the legislation that governs it is a rapidly evolving field. The Biden-Harris Administration released a new National Cybersecurity Strategy as recently as March 21 2023, and the nature of technology is always marching forward. However, as these shifts continue, it is imperative that we continue to look through a historical lens. Understanding that the use of defensive language to obscure offensive fronts is not an isolated incident in the history of the United States should lend itself to a more critical appraisal of what goes on in the Fifth Domain. Misunderstanding and obscuring cyber operations ultimately undermines security, not just on a national infrastructure level, but on all scales, personal to global, by leaving a myriad of loose ends.

In trying to drive home defensive language, the American Intelligence Community has created a myriad of unaddressed paradoxes that have only led to further opacity and debates that fail to address crucial parts of the issue. In an August 2011 issue brief for Atlantic Council titled “Pursuing Cyber Statecraft,” cyber researcher Jason Healy, who had just established the Council’s Cyber Statecraft Initiative, pointed to the necessary cooperation of technical cyber practitioners and national security professionals for success in creating a “foreign policy for the Internet” – a cooperation between the “geeks” and the “wonks.” This type of broader, interdisciplinary conversation is what is needed to properly address the nuances that arise in the

---

cyber domain, and the productivity of that conversation requires a fuller picture to be understood by the public and its elected representatives.

Part of that nuance, of course, is the legitimate national security interest in covert operations. Ensuring confidentiality from threat actors during a time of conflict is important to an honest defensive effort. However, the treatment of cyber as the perennial wild West treads into territory that threatens democratic principles. This is where the comparison between nuclear power and cyber weapons becomes salient regardless of exact kinetic effects. The U.S. is the first (and only) nation to have used a nuclear weapon, and has necessarily taken public responsibility for it. There was no question as to who dropped Little Boy and Fat Man on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. The public and policymaking conversation surrounding the future of nuclear power was fully informed of this, knowing not only the tangible consequences of its utilization but also that the U.S. was in active possession of these weapons. There is certainly a clear difference between a bomb and a line of code—it is a matter of simple counting when comparing the nuclear power of nation-states, whereas cyber weapons are much more nebulous. There is also the matter of the ease of the latter’s accessibility to individual actors and less-resourced nations. However, the U.S. may also have been the first nation to launch a cyber weapon directly at the critical infrastructure of an enemy when it sent the Stuxnet worm into the Natanz Nuclear Plant, but the lack of acknowledgment has meant there has been no discussion parallel to that which occurred regarding nuclear weapons.

The U.S. government’s treatment of cyber weapons over the past few decades is more akin to the Manhattan Project, yet those weapons are already being implemented. Like the atomic bomb, the development of offensive cyber capabilities has taken place under cloak and dagger, but in the case of cyber, its actual usage is still withheld from the public under the guise
of national security. Nuclear responsibility has been a long lasting and serious public discussion ever since the weapons were used. The restriction of the general perception of the cyber domain to its need for defensive strategy has stifled a democratic handling of offensive cyber capabilities.

While this thesis has intended to showcase an overarching trend in the way that the IC’s offensive cyber operations have defined American engagement in the Fifth Domain, there are innumerable other projects to be undertaken on a more concentrated level regarding any singular component discussed herein. The goal of this paper has been to increase the accessibility of understanding the U.S. engagement in cyberspace to reveal the serious gap in political discussion regarding offensive cyber operations, and to provide for a longer historical arc regarding the rhetorical use of defense as justification.

The stakes remain incredibly high for the need to properly understand cyberspace and hold public officials accountable to fully comprehending the technology they are legislating. This call for more accuracy in assessing the use of cyber weapons can and must translate across all types of operations in the Fifth Domain. The RESTRICT Act, just introduced in Congress on March 7, 2023, is the perfect example of how the “Big Bad American Enemy” narrative is leveraged to obscure egregiously broad capabilities being handed to the government’s national security apparatus. The list of “foreign adversaries” the bill purports to defend against is topped by actors that have all been mentioned in the course of this paper: China, Cuba, Iran, North Korea, and Russia. The powers the bill would imbue the Secretary of Commerce with are familiarly vague:

(a) In General.—The Secretary…shall take action to identify, deter, disrupt, prevent, prohibit, investigate, or otherwise mitigate, including by negotiating,

---

entering into, or imposing, and enforcing any mitigation measure to address any risk arising from any covered transaction by any person, or with respect to any property, subject to the jurisdiction of the United States…

The Act goes on to give the Secretary essentially unilateral discretion as to what constitutes such a risk. This sequence of invoking a nation-state threat and subsequently delineating a broadly-interpretible legislation to address the threat has plagued the national approach to cyberspace. The RESTRICT Act is introduced into a public that now has some idea of the transgressions on personal liberty that legislative language like this can allow for in the wake of the Snowden revelations regarding the application of the PATRIOT Act. Continuing to push the understanding of how American cyber operations have been legitimized as defense regardless of actual effects is crucial to protecting the democratic process. There is a popular political adage that has been attributed to Thomas Jefferson, albeit inaccurately, that feels quite pertinent here. While there are a few iterations of the soundbite, the message remains the same: A well-informed electorate is a prerequisite for democracy. The responsibility to keep the American public informed has been shirked in the Fifth Domain. Democracy requires a change in the handling of cyber operations.

---

130 RESTRICT Act, emphasis added.
131 The phrase seems to have originated from paraphrasing a letter written by Thomas Jefferson to Richard Price on January 8, 1789, retained by the Library of Congress, https://www.loc.gov/exhibits/jefferson/60.html.
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